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By Mr. Armstrong of Plymouth, petition of George R. Lauriat, Jr., for legisla-
tion to amend the rates of pilotage for the port of Boston. Natural Resources and
Agriculture.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy.

An Act amending the rates of pilotage for the port of
BOSTON.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 Section 31 of chapter 103 of the General Laws, as most re-
-2 cently amended by chapter 304 of the acts of 1967, is hereby
3 further amended by striking out said section 31 in its entirety
4 and inserting in place thereof the following new section:
5 Section 31. Rates of pilotage outward and inward for the
6 port of Boston shall be calculated as follows: (a) All vessels
7 of one hundred and twenty-five pilotage units and over shall
8 pay two dollars per pilotage unit, with a maximum charge of
9 five hundred dollars.

10 The following minimum charges shall be applicable
Up to 25 $l5Opilotage units

pilotage units
pilotage units
pilotage units

25 and up to 50
50 and up to 100
100 and up to 125

$175
$225
$250

11 “Pilotage Units” as used in this section shall be determined
12 by multiplying the overall length of the vessel by the extreme
13 breadth by the depth to the uppermost continuous deck and
14 dividing the total by ten thousand, as expressed by the following
15 formula:

Overall Length X Extreme Breadth X Depth
to Uppermost Continuous Deck
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10,000
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16 (b) Definitions. ‘ ‘ Overall Length ”is the distance between the
17 forward and after extremities of the vessel
18 “Extreme breadth” is the maximum breadth to the outside
19 of the shell plating of
20 “Depth” is the vertical distance of amidships from the top of
21 the keel plate to the uppermost continuous deck, fore and aft,

12 and which extends to the sides of the vessel. The continuity of a
23 deck shall not be considered to be affected by the existence of
24 tonnage openings, engine spaces or a step in the deck.
25 All measurements shall be in feet and inches (United States)
26 The pilot commissioners of district one shall be the sole arbiter
27 with respect to a question concerning these definitions and their

28 decision shall be final.
29 (c) The measurements of overall length, extreme breadth,
30 and depth, as previously defined, shall be made available to the
31 pilot by the master or his agent for the purpose of computation
32 of pilotage fees. Failure to provide the measurements so re-
33 quired shall subject the vessel to the maximum pilotage charge.
34 The following charges shall be made for shifting vessels:
35 Between docks in Boston, fifty dollars; between any dock in
36 Boston and anchorage number one, fifty dollars; between any
37 dock in Boston and anchorage number two, one-half pilotage;
38 inward bound vessels anchored in excess of twenty-four hours in
39 number two anchorage, one-half pilotage; between Boston and
40 Quincy, full pilotage; between number two anchorage and
41 Quincy, if requested by the master of the vessel or its agent, full
42 pilotage; anchoring any inward bound vessel outside Boston
43 harbor limits in excess of twelve hours, fifty dollars plus pilotage
44 For anchoring any outward bound vessel, there shall be a two-
45 hour free allowance for detention, and thereafter the vessel shall
46 pay twenty-five dollars detention in addition to pilotage. For
47 detention of a pilot aboard a vessel, there shall be a two-hour
48 free allowance for detention, and thereafter the vessel shall pay
49 twenty-five dollars for detention in addition to pilotage. De-
-50 tention in waiting for a vessel to sail shall be considered to be
51 from the time a pilot reports aboard said vessel. A pilot shall
52 be considered to be ordered to a vessel if not notified one hour
53 before sailing time of said vessel in Boston and two hours for
54 Quincy and anchorage number two.
55 When a pilot is ordered to a vessel and said vessel does not
56 sail and his services are not required, the vessel shall pay a
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57 charge of twenty-five dollars. No charge shall be made for any
58 vessel detained due to fog or stress of weather. For adjusting
59 anchor calibrating compass or direction finder by a pilot, the
60 vessel shall pay a charge of forty dollars. If a pilot is carried
61 away by a vessel, the vessel shall pay a charge of fifty dollars
62 per day, plus expenses of return transportation to Boston.
63 All inbound vessels, except those arriving via Cape Cod Canal,
64 shall notify the pilot office eight hours before arrival time if that
65 time varies in excess of two hours from their latest estimated
66 time of arrival report.




